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Preface

Where will the next war occur? Who will fight in it? Why will it occur? How will it be fought? Researchers with RAND Project AIR FORCE’s Strategy and Doctrine Program, attempted to answer these questions about the future of warfare—specifically those conflicts that will drive a U.S. and U.S. Air Force response—by examining the key geopolitical, economic, environmental, geographic, legal, informational, and military trends that will shape the contours of conflict between now and the 2030. This report on restraint and the future of warfare is one of a series that grew out of this effort. The other reports in the series are

- Raphael S. Cohen et al., *The Future of Warfare in 2030: Project Overview and Conclusions* (RR-2849/1-AF)

This volume examines political, strategic, and technological trends by asking four key questions. First, what does research say about
how this variable shapes the conduct of warfare? Second, how has this variable historically shaped the conduct of warfare, especially in the post–Cold War era? Third, how might this variable be expected to change through 2030? And finally, but perhaps most importantly, how might this variable be expected to affect the future of warfare, especially as it relates to the U.S. armed forces and the U.S. Air Force in particular? By answering these questions, it is hoped that this report will paint a picture of how shifting incentives for policymakers to exercise restraint in warfare will shape conflict over the next decade plus.

This research was sponsored by the Director of Strategy, Concepts and Assessments, Deputy Chief of Staff for Strategic Plans and Requirements (AF/A5S). It is part of a larger study, entitled *The Future of Warfare*, that assists the Air Force in assessing trends in the future strategic environment for the next Air Force strategy.

This report should be of value to the national security community and interested members of the general public, especially those with an interest in how global trends will affect the conduct of warfare. Comments are welcome and should be sent to author Bryan Frederick or project leader Raphael S. Cohen. Research was completed in August 2018.

**RAND Project AIR FORCE**

RAND Project AIR FORCE (PAF), a division of the RAND Corporation, is the U.S. Air Force’s federally funded research and development center for studies and analyses. PAF provides the Air Force with independent analyses of policy alternatives affecting the development, employment, combat readiness, and support of current and future air, space, and cyber forces. Research is conducted in four programs: Force Modernization and Employment; Manpower, Personnel, and Training; Resource Management; and Strategy and Doctrine. The research reported here was prepared under contract FA7014-16-D-1000.

Additional information about PAF is available on our website: www.rand.org/paf

This report documents work originally shared with the U.S. Air Force in September 2018. The draft report, issued September 18, 2018, was reviewed by formal peer reviewers and U.S. Air Force subject-matter experts.
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Summary

Military objectives often can be pursued using several different approaches: airpower versus ground forces, larger munitions versus smaller ones, more- or less-restrictive rules of engagement. Military effectiveness often favors the immediate application of overwhelming force, but militaries and their civilian overseers often opt for more-restrained approaches. Understanding how and why policymakers have chosen to impose these restraints in the past and how and why they are likely to do so in the future is critical to understanding how states will conduct future wars.

This report identifies the following four key trends likely to shape the future exercise of restraint in warfare:

1. the spread of lawfare, or the use of law as a weapon of war
2. the widespread distribution of imagery of U.S. military operations
3. the increasing effectiveness of false accusations
4. increasing public concern for civilian casualties.

We assess how these trends are likely to affect both conflict between states and conflict between states and nonstate actors, in addition to how the effects of these trends might differ for different types of states. We consider these issues within roughly a ten-year time frame, through 2030.

In conflicts against weaker adversaries, we find evidence that these trends are likely to further increase the incentives of decision-makers in liberal democratic states to avoid civilian casualties—and to support investments in capabilities to make this possible—in order to
mitigate a future in which military operations are increasingly deterred by concerns regarding collateral damage. Other states that are more autocratic are not likely to be similarly constrained, and policymakers in democratic states will need to adapt to this asymmetry. On a different note, potential conflicts between highly capable state actors, although less likely to occur, could involve very different incentives; operational considerations could prompt a sharp reduction in the degree of restraint exercised beyond each state’s legal obligations, and the public might show greater tolerance of heightened levels of military casualties and collateral damage to civilians.

We provide the following recommendations for U.S. policymakers to begin to adapt to these anticipated trends:

- **Plan to deal with proxy forces.** U.S. planning for operations should increasingly incorporate appropriate rules of engagement for encounters with groups that are operating as proxies of adversary states, both to limit the effectiveness of such groups and to limit the escalation risks they might pose.

- **Enhance focus on public affairs efforts.** These capabilities are likely to become increasingly important to highlight adversary violations of legal obligations under various treaties and agreements. These capabilities also will be needed to rebut false accusations against U.S. forces and to maintain both domestic and international support for military operations. Greater professionalization and integration of public affairs officers with military operations should be explored.

- **Consider video recordings of U.S. operations.** Although this would raise difficult legal, technical, and security concerns, policymakers should consider consistently making video recordings of U.S. operations and doing so in a manner that allows material to be released to the public if deemed necessary.

- **Prepare for more-limited utility of coalition partners.** U.S. planning assumptions should incorporate the possibility that growing differences among coalition partners regarding acceptable risks of collateral damage could limit the ability of the United States to rely on partner support for future operations, particularly against nonstate groups and in urban environments.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEZ</td>
<td>Exclusive Economic Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRC</td>
<td>International Committee of the Red Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDF</td>
<td>Israeli Defense Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAF</td>
<td>International Security Assistance Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>Islamic State in Iraq and al-Sham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAC</td>
<td>Law of Armed Conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAO</td>
<td>Public Affairs Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGM</td>
<td>precision-guided munition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAN</td>
<td>People’s Liberation Army Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMC</td>
<td>private military contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>unmanned aerial system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAF</td>
<td>U.S. Air Force</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Military objectives often can be pursued using several different approaches: airpower versus ground forces, larger munitions versus smaller ones, more- or less-restrictive rules of engagement. Military effectiveness often favors the immediate application of overwhelming force, but militaries and their civilian overseers often opt for more-restrained approaches. Understanding how and why policymakers have chosen to impose these restraints in the past and how and why they are likely to do so in the future is critical to understanding how states will conduct future wars.

In this report, we first identify the key factors that determine the degree of restraint in military operations. Second, we identify key trends among these factors with the greatest potential to alter these decisions in the future. Finally, we highlight the key conclusions and policy implications from the analysis.

Overall, we find evidence of trends that are likely to increase the incentives of decisionmakers in liberal democratic states to avoid civilian casualties in conflicts against weaker adversaries—and to support investments in capabilities to make this possible—in order to mitigate a future in which military operations are increasingly deterred by concerns regarding collateral damage. However, incentives might be quite different in the event of conflict between highly capable state adversaries: The stakes could threaten vital national interests or state survival. Such a conflict might be less likely than military contingencies against less-capable state or nonstate actors, but should one occur, we would anticipate (1) a substantial reduction in the degree of restraint exercised
beyond each state’s legal obligations and (2) that state publics might be substantially more tolerant of military casualties and collateral damage to civilians.

What Factors Encourage Greater Restraint in Warfare?

In this section, we provide a brief overview of six of the most influential factors likely to affect the degree of restraint that policymakers adopt in warfare—legal obligations, public opinion, media coverage, partner preferences, operational imperatives, and technological capabilities—as identified from a review of the literature.

Legal Obligations

All states have legal obligations under the numerous treaties and agreements that make up the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) that constrain the actions, procedures, and munitions that states can employ in military actions.1 Precisely how states interpret these obligations varies somewhat, but there are five broad principles reflected in the documents that restrain states’ conduct of warfare and are now considered to apply to all states as customary international law—and, in many cases, these have been translated into domestic law as well.2 The principles are as follows:

1. **Distinction:** Parties to a conflict, whether states or nonstate actors, must distinguish between belligerents and civilians and

---


target only the former, regardless of the actions of their adversary.¹³

2. **Military necessity:** Military actions against legal targets are permitted to use what force is needed “to compel the complete submission of the enemy with the least possible expenditure of time, life, and money.”¹⁴

3. **Unnecessary suffering:** Attacks targeting military personnel and facilities are not permitted if they result in suffering unnecessary to achieve operational objectives. Several international agreements have been signed to prohibit weapons that might violate this standard, such as exploding bullets and chemical and biological weapons.⁵

4. **Precautionary measures:** Attacks against valid military targets must also take all reasonable steps to minimize harm to civilians.⁶

5. **Proportionality:** Finally, the LOAC also requires that attacks against military targets be undertaken only when the anticipated collateral damage to civilians is not excessive in comparison with the anticipated military value of the attack.⁷

These principles of the LOAC are widely accepted (although perhaps not equally adhered to), but other points of international law are more widely disputed. For example, the United States, China, and Russia have not ratified the 1997 Ottawa Treaty banning land mines

---


⁷ Although proportionality is a complex standard to apply, recent investigations into incidents with large civilian death tolls have been more concerned with potential violations of the principles of distinction or precautionary measures. Matthew Rosenberg, “Pentagon Details Chain of Errors in Strike on Afghan Hospital,” *New York Times*, April 29, 2016.
and the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions (although the United States often adheres to these restrictions). For their part, nonstate groups have similar obligations under the LOAC, although their commitment to adhering to these obligations varies widely.

**Public Opinion**

Beyond legally imposed restrictions, policymakers also face political incentives to exercise restraint in the use of force. Military engagements can put both civilians and military personnel at risk, and casualties experienced by either group have the potential to sap public support, although this link is more clearly established with regard to military casualties. Even limited casualties have the potential to reduce support for operations, particularly when those operations are perceived as being unsuccessful or focused on internal political conflicts rather than on direct security threats. In most contexts, therefore, U.S. policy-

---


11 Casualties could have independent effects on public support and on public perceptions of mission success, which have historically been closely correlated with support.
makers face clear political incentives to limit military casualties. They likely face similar incentives to avoid civilian casualties, particularly the perception that civilian casualties resulted from inattention or carelessness by U.S. forces.\textsuperscript{12} Depending on the operational context, however, these incentives could conflict: Restricting the rules of engagement might help reduce risk to civilians but simultaneously increase risk to military personnel.\textsuperscript{13}

Different actors are likely to manage these incentives in different ways depending on their political systems and media environment, but most states are likely to face some political incentives to avoid casualties. For example, Russia appears to shield its public from information regarding Russian military casualties in Ukraine, illustrating that even leaders in authoritarian states are concerned that casualties could undermine public support.\textsuperscript{14}

Sensitivity to civilian casualties could vary even more widely across different actors. Close U.S. partners, such as key North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies, have taken numerous steps to avoid these deaths in bombing campaigns, imposing limitations on munitions and targeting procedures.\textsuperscript{15} Some potential U.S. adversaries could diverge in this regard, at least partly because of their greater ability to control their domestic media, as we will discuss in greater detail. The Russian bombing campaign in Syria, for example, has inflicted
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higher rates of civilian casualties than similar U.S. efforts. Iran was accused of “indiscriminate shelling” of Iraqi border towns and other atrocities against civilians during the Iran-Iraq War.

The calculations of nonstate groups with regard to both military and civilian casualties are often complex. Terrorist or insurgent groups, for example, ultimately rely on a measure of public support for their causes to help drive recruitment and sustain their organizations, and that support could be sapped if their fighters take too many casualties or are perceived as committing atrocities. In other cases, public support actually might be enhanced by civilian casualties if they occur within demonized groups.

**Media Coverage**

Often, the degree to which military and civilian casualties decrease public support for a military operation depends on the media coverage. Generally speaking, newer conflicts are likely to receive more coverage than older ones, and conflicts that are domestically contentious could

---


be more likely to see reporting on negative events, such as casualties.\textsuperscript{20} The more negative images shown in the media, the greater the potential political concerns that policymakers might face regarding support for the operation, and the greater incentive they might have to limit military and civilian casualties.\textsuperscript{21}

Starting with Vietnam and becoming pervasive in the post–Cold War era, television news incorporated video imagery of military and civilian casualties. There is a common perception that this imagery adversely affects public support for military interventions.\textsuperscript{22} In reality, the effect appears to be more complex, with elite assumptions about likely popular reaction to military casualties sometimes driving shifts in policy before public opinions are even formed.\textsuperscript{23} The diffusion of images and imagery through social media raises additional issues. On social media, imagery can be widely distributed, regardless of the editorial decisions of any particular organization, and traditional media organizations are increasingly incorporating information and trends from social media into their reporting.\textsuperscript{24}


\textsuperscript{21} The effects on restraint over time might be complex. Media coverage of conflicts generally tends to decline over time, but it can be sustained if the salience of the conflict for the state is high or there are persistent casualties. Under such sustained coverage, public support can be expected to flag over time, increasing the incentives for states to exercise restraint. Baum and Potter, 2008; Matthew A. Baum and Philip B. K. Potter, \textit{War and Democratic Constraint: How the Public Influences Foreign Policy}, Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2015.


The relative independence of media outlets also varies substantially across different actors. In states with high levels of media independence and open political systems, media outlets have relative freedom to disseminate content that might sap public support for a conflict. Similar content is less likely to spread in states with closed political systems and greater state control over media, reducing the incentives of leaders of those states to exercise restraint, although even in such states as Russia and China control over media is not total, particularly given the rise of social media. Still, evidence suggests that although Moscow appears concerned about public reaction to military casualties, the state’s ability to control most media coverage means that these concerns do not translate into much incentive to exercise operational restraint. By contrast, nonstate armed groups might actually rely on media coverage of the attacks they undertake and the casualties they inflict for recruitment and other purposes. In those cases, media coverage might be no incentive to exercise restraint—it could even have the reverse effect.

Partner Preferences
The preference for multinational coalitions also incentivizes restraint in many post–Cold War conflicts. Maintaining support for unified action across international publics and elites with different risk tolerances often requires coalition acceptance of restrictions, or caveats, on the use of force. In Afghanistan, for instance, NATO commanders have been operationally restrained by an estimated 50 to 80 formal


restrictions—and countless informal ones—determined by the preferences of individual International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) partner nations. In coalition parliamentary governments, where decisions on when and how troops deploy often require compromise, contributing partner nations could tend to impose greater restrictions on the use of force (all else equal) than in other systems in which individual leaders hold more decisionmaking power. Partners might take different views of the immediacy or seriousness of the threat that the coalition operation is addressing. In theory, countries with stronger threat perceptions might be less restrained and less averse to risk than those whose participation is primarily motivated by fulfilling treaty obligations or pleasing an ally.

Although coalitions have been a feature of warfighting for centuries, modern-era democracies have been far more likely than nondemocracies to fight via coalitions. The factor of partner preferences is thus most applicable to trends in future warfare among the United States, its key allies and partners, and among non-Western liberal democratic states (such as Japan and South Korea) and less applicable to the other actors we examine in this report, such as North Korea, Iran, Russia, China, and nonstate armed groups.


Operational Imperatives

At the operational level of warfare, three competing necessities are often at cross purposes with one another: (1) mission accomplishment, (2) force protection, and (3) harm minimization.33 Two factors—the nature of the conflict and the specific actors involved— theoretically determine how commanders balance these imperatives at the operational level of warfare and, thus, the degree of restraint exercised.

With regard to the first factor, operational imperatives differ across the spectrum of warfare and the related threat perceptions and political objectives involved. In theory, at the higher end of this spectrum—particularly in conflicts between peer or near-peer state competitors—the operational imperative to accomplish the mission can be expected to outweigh the competing imperatives of minimizing risk to soldiers and civilian casualties.34 That said, operational imperatives could still encourage caution even when domestic public opinion is less likely to act as an incentive for restraint in such high-intensity conflicts. U.S. operations that produce high levels of collateral damage in an adversary’s population could, for example, shore up popular support within the adversary for that state’s war effort. States might be concerned that particularly destructive attacks could trigger an unwanted escalatory response by the adversary. Attacks also could damage potential assets, such as bridges or airfields that are currently in adversary hands but anticipated to be of future use to the forces of the attacking state. Operational incentives for restraint are likely to depend on the nature of the conflict and the nature of the adversary.

Further down the spectrum of conflict intensity, operational imperatives are more likely to be counterbalanced by competing imperatives of minimizing risk to soldiers and limiting civilian casualties, gener-


34 Viewed from a utilitarian ethics perspective: “The greater the good, the greater the kinds of harms that may be done in its name. While the use of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) or mass killings of combatants would normally be ruled out, if victory—depending on what was at stake—becomes more elusive or defeat more imminent, indiscriminate acts of violence may under certain circumstances be justified.” Pfaff, 2011, p. 5.
ally resulting in “ROE demanding greater restraint in applying combat power.” Some military theorists even argue that success in counter-insurgency campaigns results from exercising restraint, thereby limiting risk to civilians, growing popular support, and building government legitimacy.

With regard to the second factor, generally speaking, the less powerful the adversary (and therefore the less of a threat it poses), the greater the restraint of force that will be exercised. This might not always be the case. In Sri Lanka in 2008–2009, after nearly three decades of guerrilla warfare waged by the militarily weaker Liberation Tigers of the Tamil Eelam, the government unleashed a brutal, indiscriminate military operation that effectively resulted in a decisive military victory—at the expense of some 40,000 civilian deaths. The calculations of nonstate actors also could vary. Depending on the strategy they choose to employ, nonstate actors might face operational incentives not to ensure restraint. Some groups, such as the Islamic State in Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS), have intentionally adopted punishment strategies against local populations to demoralize potential opposition and gain control through brute force rather than aiming for popular support for their efforts as in many traditional guerrilla campaigns.

35 Headquarters, Department of the Army, Legal Support to Operations, Field Manual 27-100, March 1, 2000, section 8-1. See also Headquarters, Department of the Army, Insurgencies and Countering Insurgencies, Field Manual 3-24, May 2014, section 1–10.


37 Frederick and Johnson, 2015, p. 35.


Technological Capabilities

As discussed, policymakers often must balance competing imperatives to minimize harm to noncombatants, protect the force, and accomplish the mission. The options they have for addressing these challenges are affected by their technological capabilities.

All else being equal, growing possession and use of sophisticated intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR), precision-guided munitions (PGMs), unmanned aerial systems (UASs), and stealth technology systems provide states with options to increase restraint and reduce collateral damage on the battlefield. These technologies allow high-end powers to distinguish more easily between combatants and noncombatants and to deliver lethal force with more accuracy, thus reducing the risk of collateral damage. Of course, the possession of sophisticated weapons does not guarantee restraint. As the record of “surgical” strikes in the post–Cold War period has shown, unintended consequences can never be avoided on the battlefield. Moreover, barriers to the use of precision weapons might be lower, meaning more strikes could take place when commanders have these capabilities. If so, proliferation of these technologies might paradoxically increase total civilian casualties and other collateral damage, even if they are lower on a per-strike basis. Finally, these technologies might encourage restraint only to the extent they are employed against a weaker adversary; against near-peer adversaries, a military might not place similar value on restraint.

---


41 Frederick and Johnson, 2015, p. 47.

Modeling Restraint and Warfare

Taken together, the key factors affecting the degree of restraint that policymakers choose to exercise, and the relationships between them, are summarized in Figure 1.1.

We will next explore how different actors’ decisions to exercise restraint in warfare are likely to be affected by several ongoing or anticipated trends. These potential trends were identified by exploring developments within each of the factors highlighted in Figure 1.1 and a review of current scholarship. The four trends upon which we focus reflect those anticipated to have the greatest effect on policy-

Figure 1.1
Model of Policymaker Decision to Utilize Restraint in the Use of Force


43 A potential fifth trend regarding state use of private military contractors (PMCs) was also carefully considered for inclusion, though we ultimately omitted it. The use of PMCs appears to be diverging between the United States and NATO and their adversaries, such as Russia. In the United States, for example, the chaotic experience in Iraq has led to increasing standardization and strict codes of conduct to which PMCs must adhere in order to gain U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) contracts. Along with recent consolidation within the industry, this would appear to reduce the potential temptation for U.S. policymakers to employ PMCs as a less-restrained alternative to military forces, therefore making this a less influential future trend (especially considering DoD’s relatively limited use of PMCs even today). The use of PMCs by other states, such as Russia, however, is discussed in Trend 1 in
maker decisions over the next ten to 15 years. The trends we identified, along with how the key factors from our model are anticipated to drive these trends, are summarized in Table 1.1. We will discuss each of these trends in detail in the rest of this report.

We did not anticipate noteworthy trends over the next ten to 15 years to be driven by changing legal obligations. Historically, dramatic changes in international law itself have required catalyzing events or substantial shifts in state consensus, such as World War II or the large increase in postcolonial states in the 1960s and 1970s, which we do not anticipate over this period. Existing legal obligations will continue to frame the contest over acceptable and unacceptable behavior in warfare, but other factors are more likely to alter policymaker decisions on restraint in the near term.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Media Coverage</th>
<th>Public Opinion</th>
<th>Operational Imperatives</th>
<th>Technological Capabilities</th>
<th>Partner Preferences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spread of lawfare</td>
<td>Increased ability for nonstate groups to document and disseminate civilian casualties</td>
<td>Potential for increase in public concern over legality or civilian casualties</td>
<td>Urban, high-population operating environments increasingly likely</td>
<td>Precision strike or ISR force adaptations by nonstate actors</td>
<td>Tactics could provide opportunity for ambivalent partners to reduce support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widespread distribution of imagery of U.S. military operations</td>
<td>Proliferation of social media access and smartphones increases likelihood of distribution of video of military engagements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing effectiveness of false accusations</td>
<td>Increasingly partisan media outlets increase likelihood of distribution of false accusations</td>
<td>Increasing partisan divisions increase susceptibility to believing false accusations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing public concern for civilian casualties</td>
<td>Decentralization of media increases availability of imagery of civilian casualties</td>
<td>Potential for increase in public concern over legality or civilian casualties</td>
<td>Increased reliance on coalition warfare could increase salience of divergent partner public concerns</td>
<td>Increasing precision capabilities increases expectations of “immaculate” warfare</td>
<td>U.S. partner publics might have heightened concerns over civilian casualties</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The use of law as a weapon of war has become a central feature of the 21st century battlefield. Often referred to as lawfare, this phenomenon is defined as “the strategy of using (or misusing) law as a substitute for traditional military means to achieve an operational objective,” particularly to “mitigate or even neutralize the advantages of . . . otherwise militarily superior opponent[s].” Nonstate actors often exploit the LOAC and international humanitarian laws and norms in this way, intentionally heightening the risk of civilian casualties to deter attacks against the nonstate actor by militarily superior states—or, failing this, they use resulting civilian casualties to influence public opinion. State actors often weaponize the law in different ways, conducting activities short of war, variously termed gray-zone operations or hybrid warfare, to achieve political goals while limiting adversarial military responses. These trends are likely to continue in the future, with important implications for the United States and its partners and allies and for key state adversaries (specifically, Russia, China, and Iran) over the next ten to 15 years.


2 Shane Bilsborough, “Counterlawfare in Counterinsurgency,” Small Wars Journal, December 14, 2011. Although this chapter focuses on trends in the use of lawfare by the weak (i.e., nonstate and hybrid actors) against the strong (i.e., high-end state actors), it is important to recognize that law as a weapon of war also can be used by the strong against the weak (and peer and near-peer state competitors). As we will discuss briefly, a growing body of literature has examined affirmative, or offensive, uses of lawfare by the United States and other state actors.
Though exploitation of international humanitarian law as a tool of the weak to encourage restraint by the strong is not new in the history of armed conflict, it has become “a tragically prevalent tactic in contemporary warfare.” Duke University law professor and retired U.S. Air Force (USAF) Maj Gen Charles J. Dunlap asserts that

[a]s international law generally penetrates modern life, it tends to influence, as other trends have, the way war is conducted . . . [Indeed,] lawfare has emerged as the principal effects-based air defense methodology employed by America’s adversaries today.⁴

In fact, strategic manipulation of the LOAC to gain operational advantages has a long tradition in both conventional interstate wars and asymmetric, irregular conflicts. The classic example is the use of civilian human shields to deter attacks on combatants.⁵ These tactics have been employed in such diverse conflicts as the U.S. Civil War, the Franco-Prussian War, World Wars I and II, the Korean War, the Vietnam War, the Iran-Iraq War, and the First Gulf War, as well as post–Cold War intrastate conflicts in Bosnia, Kosovo, Somalia, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Lebanon, Chechnya, El Salvador, and Colombia.⁶

---

⁵ Dunlap, 2009, pp. 35–36.
⁶ In some cases, local or foreign noncombatants might be willing participants of counter-targeting tactics. In other cases, prisoners of war and other foreign nationals, such as journalists and nongovernmental organization (NGO) volunteers, could be forcibly exploited as human shields. See G. H. Teninbaum, “American Volunteer Shields in Iraq: Free Speech or Treason?” Suffolk Transnational Law Review, Vol. 28, No. 139, 2004.

## Historical Trend: Lawfare’s Increased Use

Since the beginning of the U.S.-led Global War on Terror in 2001, the concept of lawfare has gained increasing currency among academics and policymakers, primarily for its growing strategic implications for combating irregular nonstate and hybrid adversaries. Indeed, the U.S. experiences in Iraq and Afghanistan revealed how lawfare tactics can mitigate overwhelming military superiority while undermining domestic and international support and legitimacy. In both conflicts, nonuniformed combatants created operational dilemmas for U.S. and allied forces by blending into the local population, particularly in urban areas, and dispersing arms caches and military equipment to civilian and humanitarian facilities and to cultural and religious sites as a way to confound superior ISR, UAS, and PGM technologies. At the same time, Iraqi and Afghan insurgents recognized the propaganda value that could be gained by creating the perception—such as through dissemination of false reports and manufactured evidence—that U.S. air strikes and other uses of force were “immoral, reckless, and ultimately criminal if and when innocent people are killed.” That said, these concerns did not deter U.S. forces in the Iraq War from undertaking operations with less-restrictive rules of engagement in major urban battles waged in Fallujah, Sadr City, and Baghdad, where “dense populations, narrow streets, subterranean passages, and multistory buildings that

---

7 Dunlap is frequently credited with popularizing the modern usage of the term *lawfare* beginning in 2001. See Charles J. Dunlap, Jr., *Law and Military Interventions: Preserving Humanitarian Values in 21st Century Conflicts*, Boston, Mass.: Harvard Kennedy School of Government, working paper, 2001. Although the term *lawfare* is a relatively new, post-9/11 neologism, and although the nascent and growing literature on lawfare generally agrees that law is becoming increasingly important—or intensifying—as a weapon of war, lawfare has antecedents dating back at least as far as the colonial era. For a counterargument on the “newness” of lawfare, see Craig A. Jones, “Lawfare and the Juridification of Late Modern War,” *Progress in Human Geography*, Vol. 40, No. 2, 2016.

[served] as enemy defensive positions” created additional challenges for U.S. and coalition forces. More recently, ISIS militants have pursued increasingly extreme versions of lawfare in Iraq. As one example, during the battle to liberate western Mosul from ISIS control in 2017, combatants forcibly trapped as many as 500,000 civilian hostages in the city, deliberately putting them in harm’s way. In an effort to deter air strikes by U.S. and allied aircraft, innocent civilians were “corralled from place to place by ISIS gunmen mounting a chaotic defense of the last neighborhoods of the city under their control.”

The experiences of the Israeli Defense Force (IDF) in Gaza between the First Gaza War (Operation Cast Lead, December 2008 through January 2009) and the end of Operation Protective Edge (July–August 2014) might hold particularly valuable lessons for future combat against hybrid irregular forces in urban terrain. Here, the IDF was forced to conduct urban warfare under high levels of legal and public scrutiny. During the prolonged conflict, which was punctuated by periods of intense rocket and mortar fire from Gaza into Israel and by retaliatory air strikes and limited ground incursions by the IDF, Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad repeatedly used lawfare tactics in violation of their own obligations under the LOAC to increase risk to civilians—thereby mitigating Israel’s military superiority, provoking civilian casualties, and gaining a political advantage in the court of world opinion. The effects of the Palestinian lawfare strategy and tactics were twofold. First, Israel did decide in some

---


10 Jared Malsin, “‘They Just Took Us.’ Mosul Civilians on Being Used as Human Shields by ISIS,” Time, March 30, 2017.


12 Hamas, for instance, frequently hid personnel and weapons caches in—and conducted assaults and operational planning from—civilian buildings and residences; in one “flagrant violation” of international law, for example, the UN Relief and Works Agency discovered 20 Hamas rockets stored in one of its schools. See Cohen et al., 2017a, pp. 143–144.
circumstances to employ greater military restraint than it might have otherwise.\textsuperscript{13} Second, when Israel nonetheless still carried out many attacks and inflicted a large number of civilian fatalities, those actions led to international denouncements of Israel and the establishment of a United Nations (UN) Independent Commission of Inquiry into the legality of the IDF’s use of force.\textsuperscript{14}

Lawfare tactics are not, however, strictly asymmetric tools of non-state groups. Legal warfare has been used by states in recent years as well.\textsuperscript{15} In Beijing and Moscow, for example, lawfare tactics increasingly have been employed as elements of broader gray-zone campaigns designed to assert geostrategic dominance in the South and East China Seas and in Eastern Europe, respectively. China and Russia have pursued revisionist objectives by leveraging nonstate surrogates (and other gray-zone tactics) in order to “mask attribution of their activities”; to obfuscate the facts upon which the application and analysis of international law regimes depend; and, ultimately, to limit other states’ abilities to respond to their aggression and threats.\textsuperscript{16} That is, by blurring the legal boundaries between peace and war and between civilian and military agents, Chinese and Russian paramilitary actions have attempted to avoid triggering “the right of individual and collective self-defense” and have thus remained “under key escalatory thresholds to avoid outright warfare.”\textsuperscript{17} In short, by operating in the gray zone, China and Russia increasingly have exploited gaps in international law to deter

\textsuperscript{13} Cohen et al., 2017b, p. 8.

\textsuperscript{14} Although only six Israeli civilians died in Palestinian attacks, an estimated 1,489 Palestinian civilians were killed in six weeks of fighting during Operation Protective Edge. Padilla, 2012, p. 121; Cohen et al., 2017b, pp. 6–8.

\textsuperscript{15} James Kraska, “How China Exploits a Loophole in International Law in Pursuit of Hegemony in East Asia,” Foreign Policy Research Institute, January 22, 2015.


\textsuperscript{17} Kraska, 2015; Michael J. Mazaar, \textit{Mastering the Gray Zone: Understanding a Changing Era of Conflict}, Carlisle, Pa.: U.S. Army War College, Strategic Studies Institute, December 2015, pp. 82–85.
escalation and encourage restraint by the United States, its key allies and regional partners, and the international community.

China and Russia have similar reasons for using lawfare tactics in pursuit of their geostrategic and economic interests. In seeking an “ideal of national revival,” Beijing has sought to extend its offshore territorial claims in the South China Sea in order to assert its rights to deep-sea oil and gas resources, develop forward military outposts (particularly in the Spratly Islands, some 1,000 nautical miles from mainland China), protect vital sea lines of communication, coerce weaker regional states (i.e., the Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Malaysia), and deter freedom-of-navigation operations by foreign naval ships. Likewise, in seeking to restore Russia’s great-power prestige, Moscow’s revisionist goals in Ukraine and Crimea are similar: to reassert Russian dominance and economic influence in its near abroad, undermine U.S. influence in Europe while coercing weaker regional states (i.e., Ukraine and Georgia), and preserve a security buffer zone on its periphery. As China and Russia have engaged in these great-power political competitions to alter aspects of the current international system, they have both done so in ways carefully designed to manage risk and avoid creating a widespread descent into regional instability or provoking large-scale interstate warfare by triggering U.S. security agreements (i.e., with

---


NATO, Japan, South Korea, or the Philippines). That is, these tactics are designed to encourage broader restraint by the United States and its allies while still achieving localized objectives on the ground.

Although their motivations have been similar, Russia and China have pursued post–Cold War lawfare campaigns and paramilitary activities in different ways. In China’s patient pursuit of regional maritime hegemony since at least the 1990s, it has deputized a “stunning” spectrum of both irregular civilian naval forces (e.g., commercial fishing vessels and trawlers, civilian maritime militia, fishery enforcement vessels, and coast guard vessels operating in foreign waters) and “non-traditional means” (e.g., mobile state oil rigs, construction crews building artificial islands, water cannons, reconnaissance UASs, and nausea-inducing sonic devices) to exploit gaps in the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea.

According to some military analysts, the most significant Chinese lawfare tactic has become the proliferation of civilian or paranaval vessels deputized as government proxies, training and operating in close coordination with (sometimes under the direct chain of command of) the People’s Armed Forces Departments, the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN), and the Chinese Coast Guard (CCG). Recently, DoD concluded the following:

In the South China Sea, the [China Maritime Militia (CMM)] plays a major role in coercive activities to achieve China’s political goals without fighting, part of broader PRC [People’s Republic of China] military doctrine that states that confrontational operations short of war can be effective means of accomplishing political objectives. . . . A large number of CMM vessels train with

---

21 Kraska, 2015; Mazaar, 2015, pp. 81, 89.


and support the PLAN and CCG in tasks such as safeguarding maritime claims, protecting fisheries, logistics, search and rescue (SAR), and surveillance and reconnaissance. The government subsidizes various local and provincial commercial organizations to operate militia vessels to perform “official” missions on an ad hoc basis outside of their regular commercial roles. The CMM has played significant roles in a number of military campaigns and coercive incidents over the years . . .

In such confrontational operations, China’s civilian and paramilitary proxy fleets frequently form into flotilla swarms to “circle a disputed area of contention or create a barrier to prevent access,” thereby providing the government plausible deniability for provocative acts of intimidation and aggression conducted on its behalf. Since the 1990s, these swarm tactics have been used in (1) maritime disputes involving China’s expansive claims to “its historic waters” that extend well beyond claims permitted under the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (i.e., the so-called nine-dash-line claim by which China has asserted maritime rights over an area covering 90 percent of the South China Sea), (2) its interference in the fishing and petroleum exploration activities in the exclusive economic zones (EEZs) of its regional neighbors, and (3) its repeated attempts to deny foreign warships access to its own EEZ. These flotillas have been deployed variously

---


26 China estimates that the South China Sea could contain some 125 billion barrels of oil and 500 trillion cubic feet of natural gas; it estimates that oil reserves in the East China Sea might be even higher, between 70 and 200 billion barrels. The fisheries in these waters are equally important resources. For instance, about one-quarter of the world’s total annual haul of fish are caught in the South China Sea. Rafiq Dossani and Scott Warren Harold, eds., *Maritime Issues in the East and South China Seas: Summary of a Conference Held January 12–13, 2016*, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, CF-358-CAPP, 2016, p. 12.

27 As codified in the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention, an EEZ generally constitutes the coastal zone extending beyond 12 nautical miles out to 200 nautical miles, in which “coastal states have exclusive rights to exploit natural resources in the zone, [but] they cannot claim a security interest in the area.” China has thus attempted to exert economic control over
against Japan and Taiwan in the East China Sea; the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia, and Brunei in the South China Sea; and Korea in the Yellow Sea. The recent catalogue of such incidents is lengthy: Perhaps most belligerently, it features the increased basing of paramilitary maritime militia on the artificial islands that Beijing has been building in the Spratly Island chain (some 900 miles offshore) in order to extend its territorial claims, assert its rights to oil and natural gas resources, and forward deploy missile systems in the South China Sea. Figure 2.1 illustrates China’s claimed territorial waters and EEZs relative to the internationally recognized EEZs of its coastal neighbors.

In many instances, sailors on these civilian vessels—sometimes referred to as “little blue men”—have been documented changing between uniformed and nonuniformed status during international stand-offs. Andrew Erickson explains the legal implications of these tactics on the potential use of force (and military restraint): “Putting on camouflage [uniforms], they qualify as soldiers. . . . Taking off the

---

28 The most heavily disputed territories are the Paracel Islands, Spratly Islands, and Scarborough Shoal in the South China Sea and the Senkaku Islands in the East China Sea. Kraska, 2015; O’Rourke, 2018, p. 1.

29 This catalogue includes repeated harassment of U.S. naval vessels on Freedom of Navigation operations within China’s EEZ; the 2014 Haiyang Shiyou-981 oil rig incident, in which the China Offshore National Oil Corporation placed a mobile exploratory rig in Vietnam’s EEZ, and Vietnamese vessels were rammed by unflagged Chinese fishing ships; China’s occupation in 2012 of the Scarborough Shoal off of the Philippines; and maneuvers in 2014 to block the Philippines’ efforts to resupply a grounded naval ship on the disputed Second Thomas Shoal. Greg Torode, “Chinese Coast Guard Involved in Most South China Sea Clashes: Research,” Reuters, March 29, 2014; Cavas, 2015; Rodelio Cruz Manacsa, “Hamstringing a Hegemon: Examining the Effectiveness of Lawfare in the South China Sea Disputes,” Fletcher Security Review, Vol. 4, No. 1, Summer 2017.


31 A reference to Russia’s unidentified surrogate fighters in Ukraine and Crimea, colloquially known by Ukrainian civilians as the “little green men.”
If the fishing vessels are challenged by neighboring states’ maritime law enforcement, it appears that fishermen are subjected to heavy-handed action. This political element also stokes righteous nationalism in China. On the other hand, if coastal states acquiesce in the actions of the fishing vessels, they cede jurisdiction and sovereign rights in their EEZs. . . . Furthermore, China’s use of its fishing fleet as a component of “legal warfare” goes beyond exploiting the camouflage, they become law-abiding fishermen [against whom . . .] U.S. and allied rules of engagement might be very restrictive.”

U.S. Naval War College professor James Kraska’s analysis echoes this dilemma:

If the fishing vessels are challenged by neighboring states’ maritime law enforcement, it appears that fishermen are subjected to heavy-handed action. This political element also stokes righteous nationalism in China. On the other hand, if coastal states acquiesce in the actions of the fishing vessels, they cede jurisdiction and sovereign rights in their EEZs. . . . Furthermore, China’s use of its fishing fleet as a component of “legal warfare” goes beyond exploiting the

---

32 Cavas, 2015.
gap between the use of force and self-defense in *jus ad bellum*; it affects *jus in bello* as well. Fishing vessels likely would be used as belligerent platforms during any regional war. Some suspect China is outfitting thousands of its fishing vessels with sonar in order to integrate them into PLAN’s anti-submarine warfare operations that would have to find and sink U.S. and allied submarines.33

China’s use of these lawfare tactics has been notably effective in furthering Chinese goals. The weaker regional states whose maritime rights have increasingly been infringed upon have repeatedly been coerced to retreat from their positions despite significant external support from the United States and international bodies. Most notably, following the Permanent Court of Arbitration’s landmark 2016 ruling in favor of the Philippines’ defense of its EEZ against China, Beijing dismissed the court’s authority and responded “by sending more ships to the disputed Scarborough Shoal, overwhelming the Philippines’ meager fleet. It forced the Philippines to withdraw from the islands where three Chinese ships are now permanently stationed.”34 Similarly, three weeks after a U.S. carrier group departed Vietnamese littorals, “the Vietnamese government bowed to Chinese pressure and cancelled a major oil drilling project in disputed South China waters.”35

In Russia, meanwhile, the employment of lawfare and gray-zone tactics has been even more militarized. The most salient of Russian tactics has arguably been the employment of surrogate or proxy forces in Crimea and eastern Ukraine—the so-called little green men—in order to mask attribution of Moscow’s role in politically controversial or illegal military actions and blur the line between peacetime and wartime legal regimes.36 In the days following the ouster of Ukraine’s president, Victor Yanukovych, by pro-Western political groups in February 2014, uniden-

33 Kraska, 2015.
ified professional soldiers donning Russian-style combat fatigues (without insignias) and bearing Russian military equipment began infiltrating Crimea. The Kremlin initially denied that these were Russian soldiers, claiming that they were “local self-defense units.” But this obfuscation of fact was soon exposed: These were in fact Russian Airborne and Special Operations Forces seizing territory and government buildings, including the parliament on February 27, 2014. Two weeks later, Russian regular forces began mobilizing along Ukraine’s eastern border in support of armed separatists in Donetsk and Luhansk; throughout the spring and summer of 2014, little green men began appearing in districts of eastern Ukraine. More recently, Russia has allegedly employed other proxy security forces—including PMCs, such as the Wagner Group, Moran Security Group, Slavonic Corps, and Russian Security Systems Group—on the battlefields of Syria, Libya, and Sudan.

Russia’s increasing use of unidentified operatives in Crimea, Ukraine, and elsewhere raises several important questions related to the LOAC and restraint in the future of warfare. Because of the more militarized status of Russia’s proxy security forces, the implications might differ significantly from those related to China’s paranaval forces. First, unlike civilian maritime militia in the South and East China Seas, Russia’s little green men seemingly qualify for combatant status under the laws regulating international armed conflict and do not thus far appear to have violated the principle of distinction despite “practicing maskirovka, or military deception . . . to make it difficult to attribute their actions to Russia.” Although these actors are operating in a gray

40 Marten, 2018.
legal zone, West Point legal professors Shane Reeves and David Wallace conclude that they are indeed complying with their legal obligations under the LOAC:

Choosing to ignore this obligation [of distinction] by “masquerading as a civilian in order to mislead the enemy and avoid detection” may lead the Spetsnaz commandos to lose the privileges associated with combatant status. . . . Yet wearing a uniform with a Russia insignia is not an absolute requirement for the commandos to comply with the principle of distinction. The law of armed conflict mandates only that belligerents be distinguishable; it does not require that they advertise their nationality. . . . Spetsnaz commandos, carrying Russian manufactured arms openly, wearing unmarked-Russian type uniforms and speaking Russian, are clearly not impersonating the Ukrainian military nor are they attempting to blend into the civilian population. . . . Their singular act of using unmarked uniforms does not constitute a violation of the principle of distinction.42

At the same time, there is no evidence that unmarked Spetsnaz forces have been operating under looser rules of engagement or with less respect for the LOAC than regular marked forces might do. The use of little green men appears, therefore, to have had negligible impact on Russia’s operational restraint during these hostilities. Rather, the critical implication of these gray-zone tactics has been to encourage strategic restraint by other actors; by causing “confusion and disorientation among the Ukrainian government and its allies,” Moscow succeeded in “slowing any defensive response.”43

On the other hand, Russia’s increasing employment of PMCs such as the Wagner Group in officially denied missions in Syria and elsewhere might reflect trends implying an overall loosening of operational restraint in the future of warfare. Substantial uncertainty persists in the open literature around the precise relationship between these seemingly commercial actors and the Russian military, but the general con-

43 Reeves and Wallace, 2015, p. 393.
sensus is that these actors do not qualify as lawful combatants under the laws regulating international armed conflict. Rather, as mercenary “unlawful combatants,” these groups have different international legal rights, duties, and responsibilities than Russia’s little green men do. Namely, these commercial actors do not possess immunity from prosecution for the killing or injuring of civilians or enemy military personnel as do combatants (provided their actions comply with the LOAC). Indeed their legal status is essentially the same as the “legion of foreign fighters” that Iran has been deploying for years to Iraq and Syria in order to “create confusion and uncertainty surrounding the nature of the belligerents involved, which in turn, make it more difficult to discern the appropriate policies and authorities that military forces and intelligence services are working under.”

How this distinction in combatant status has translated into restraint (or lack thereof) in recent conflicts remains ambiguous. For instance, anecdotal evidence suggests that these emerging models “centered on ambiguity” have equated to less “command and control over how armed force is used” in Moscow’s name. As one clear example, in February 2018, Russian mercenaries belonging to the Wagner Group allegedly attacked U.S. forces and their allies in Syria; the United States responded with air strikes leaving 200–300 mercenaries dead. In this case, the U.S. response to the attack does not appear to have been restrained, but the obscured nature of these groups does have the

44 Strictly speaking, the designation of unlawful combatant “is not a distinct individual battlefield status and does ‘not appear in the Geneva Conventions, Additional Protocols, or any other LOAC treaty, convention or protocol.’ The term is instead descriptive for those who unlawfully engage in combat activities by taking part in hostilities ‘without being entitled to do so.’ Unlawful combatants may be spies and saboteurs, mercenaries, members of a State armed force who abuse their status, members of a non-State armed group, or civilians who ‘directly participate in hostilities.’” Reeves and Wallace, 2015, p. 389.


46 Marten, 2018.

potential to sow confusion about their legal status and thus encourage opponents to refrain from attacking. This issue could become more complex for the United States and its allies if little green men or PMCs began appearing on NATO soil—for instance, in Estonia, where a decision to attack these groups could involve a heightened risk of triggering a wider conflict among the United States, its allies, and Russia.

Future Projection: Lawfare’s Significance Likely to Increase in Certain Conflicts

In the future, lawfare could become an increasingly significant lever employed by both state and nonstate actors for several reasons. First, the growing use of sophisticated ISR, weaponry, and munitions—and the proliferation of these technologies to a wider range of state actors—will increase the incentives for nonstate actors to employ lawfare tactics. Faced with the prospect of being remotely identified, targeted, and killed by increasingly capable states, nonstate groups are likely to rely more and more on human shields, violations of the requirement to identify themselves as combatants, and other lawfare tactics to deter such attacks.

Second and relatedly, current trends in global urbanization and population growth increase the likelihood that cities will become the locus of future conflict and instability. Second and relatedly, current trends in global urbanization and population growth increase the likelihood that cities will become the locus of future conflict and instability. Here, both nonstate actors and state actors are increasingly likely to attempt to exploit the com-

---

plexities of urban environments and the proximity to civilians in dense population centers to evade or deter long-range strike and sophisticated ISR capabilities of militarily superior opponents.49

Third, lawfare tactics have demonstrated that they can be effective for nonstate groups, notwithstanding their illegality and immorality. Hamas’ tactics in Gaza have posed substantial operational and strategic problems for Israel, just as ISIS’s use of human shields greatly slowed the military campaign against it in Iraq. If these tactics are perceived as successful in deterring action or in creating political damage, they likely will be adopted more widely by groups without military capabilities to challenge powerful states.

Fourth, the democratization of media and proliferation of smartphones and other technologies are likely to reinforce the effectiveness of lawfare tactics by providing militarily inferior adversaries and local populations a method of systematically documenting and widely disseminating evidence of collateral damage, thereby raising the political costs of unintended civilian casualties.

Fifth, Russia and China’s successful record of employing proxy forces in gray-zone operations to achieve plausible deniability and largely preclude overt military responses by the United States and its partners and allies suggests that these tactics might be used more in the future. It seems clear that Beijing intends to continue its use of paramilitary forces in the South and East China Seas as a pillar of Chinese doctrine and strategy. Russia’s attachment to the tactic of deploying unidentified ground forces in Ukraine and Crimea is somewhat more opaque, but Moscow is likely to continue to maintain the capability to deploy unacknowledged forces or PMCs to mask its level of involvement and political aims in future conflicts.

Taken together, these factors suggest that lawfare as a central feature of modern warfare is likely to increase in importance in the years to come. To some degree, this will depend on how the United States responds to this trend. If these tactics are successful in encouraging greater restraint by the United States and its allies, then such tactics are likely to become more widespread among potential adversaries.

49 Frederick and Johnson, 2015, pp. 39–41.
Alternatively, the United States and its allies might make a political decision to attribute gray-zone activities directly to state authorities and respond as though they were being conducted on that basis: This might heighten the risk of escalation or impose other strategic, diplomatic, or political costs the United States does not wish to bear, but it would also make these tactics less advantageous for opponents.

With regard to lawfare by nonstate groups, it is worth noting that liberal democratic states are more likely targets for these tactics than states with tight control over their domestic media or a track record of lower concern for civilian casualties, such as Russia or China. Such nondemocratic states are also more likely to effectively employ lawfare tactics themselves, given the lower levels of transparency in their domestic political systems. Even in liberal democratic states, however, domestic publics could become desensitized over time to civilian casualties that result from adversary lawfare tactics, such as employing human shields, if these tactics were to become commonplace and egregious in their disregard for the risk they pose to civilians. Finally, it should be emphasized that concerns about lawfare are likely most salient for conflict between states and weaker nonstate groups and less so for direct conflict between two states where both the capabilities and the political incentives to adhere to LOAC requirements are likely to be more symmetrical.

**Implications for the U.S. Air Force and the Future of Warfare**

These trends in the spread of lawfare hold important implications for the USAF and DoD more broadly. First, they imply that future adversaries could be increasingly successful in developing tactics to limit the utility of superior U.S. airpower, coerce restraint, and undermine support and legitimacy for U.S. military operations.

Second, as a result of adversaries’ growing sophistication and ability to manipulate the legal battlespace, the USAF will have new incentives to evolve operationally and technologically to mitigate civilian casualties. For instance, DoD might be incentivized to develop
novel tactics to warn noncombatants to flee densely populated urban areas before air strikes or to invest more heavily in nonlethal weaponry, greater stocks of PGMs, and micromunitions.\(^\text{50}\)

Third, the USAF should anticipate the need to implement proactive, offensive measures to highlight adversary LOAC violations in contrast with its own compliance. For instance, it might become more important to document and publicly defend U.S. air-strike decisions, including preemptively using social media and other public affairs outlets to explain to domestic and international audiences the legal basis for attacks and measures taken to minimize collateral damage. At the same time, the USAF should explore ways to release evidence that definitively demonstrates adversary LOAC violations more quickly. This could include increased investment in ISR to enable better documentation of adversary violations. Such efforts would be aimed at affecting international public opinion, but should not necessarily be expected to directly alter the behavior of adversary groups or states.

Fourth, the U.S. government should prepare for the possibility that state adversaries—such as Russia, China, and Iran—will increasingly employ less-restrained alternatives to regular military force or engage in politically sensitive missions they might not have undertaken previously. To date, Washington’s response to such state-sponsored lawfare tactics has been ad hoc. To counter such tactics, concerted planning will be required to develop strategies in advance regarding how to deal with proxy forces in different circumstances and to better align existing interagency policy, doctrine, and infrastructure.\(^\text{51}\)

\(^{50}\) Here, the experiences of the IDF in Gaza in 2014 could be instructive: “Dropping leaflets with specific instructions to civilians, knocking on the roof (sometimes multiple times), and making phone calls to apartments in a targeted building were all warning methods the IDF used in Operation Protective Edge. When the probability of collateral damage was higher because of urban area density around a relatively small target (such as an individual in a room or car), a commander might call on an Apache helicopter with a Hellfire missile because of its small warhead size compared with the larger munitions dropped by fixed-wing aircraft.” See Cohen et al., 2017a, p. 146.

CHAPTER THREE

Trend 2: Widespread Distribution of Imagery of U.S. Military Operations

Images of human suffering can have a strong emotional effect on viewers and, in turn, generate important political and strategic effects.¹ Although the U.S. military generally takes tremendous care to avoid civilian casualties in its operations, warfare is rarely immaculate. In past campaigns, many civilian casualties that have occurred as a result of U.S. actions have been reported after the fact by journalists, civilians, adversaries, or U.S. forces themselves. Historically, however, most military operations, and the casualties they might produce, have not been visually recorded. Going forward, visual records of such events will likely become more the rule than the exception.

Historical Trend: Wartime Imagery Has Been Limited, but Powerful

At least since Vietnam, the potential political power of images of civilian suffering in warfare has been clear. Photos such as those taken by Sergeant Ron Haeberle of the 1968 My Lai massacre generated intense

¹ Such imagery helps make previously abstract, distant suffering appear more proximate and urgent. It should be noted, however, that the degree of reaction can vary widely, and fatigue or numbness as a result of viewing of suffering also can be widespread. Nonetheless, the potential for imagery to evoke emotional reactions, at least under the right circumstances, seems clear. See Birgitta Höijer, “The Discourse of Global Compassion: The Audience and Media Reporting of Human Suffering,” *Media, Culture, and Society*, Vol. 26, No. 4, 2004; and Andrew Linklater, “Distant Suffering and Cosmopolitan Obligations,” *International Politics*, Vol. 44, No. 1, 2007, pp. 19–36.
controversy, and senior policymakers concluded that pervasive television coverage of the conflict was undermining public support.² By contrast, the images that the press used to cover the 1991 Gulf War were primarily antiseptic in nature, emphasizing U.S. technological capabilities and minimizing graphic imagery of casualties.³ During the post-2003 war in Iraq, however, the most famous images likely have been those of the torture inflicted at Abu Ghraib prison, the publication of which had widespread strategic and political ramifications.⁴ As discussed in Chapter One, coverage of different conflicts is likely to vary according to a conflict’s age or duration and the level of elite political support that it enjoys domestically.⁵

This record shows that, at least under certain conditions, such imagery can have political effects and shift policymaker decisions. In the past, however, only a small number of actors could produce such material. Media outlets also often had complex relationships with the governments on which they often depended for access to war zones, complicating decisions to publish negative stories or images.⁶ And although journalists, service members, and adversaries had the technology to chronicle and distribute these images, before the widespread profusion of digital cameras and recording devices, the likelihood that individuals would be recording any specific military engagement was relatively low, limiting the frequency and immediacy of the images produced of human suffering.

---


Future Projection: Proliferation of Imagery May Affect Political Support

The ability to record and distribute high-quality visual imagery is now on the cusp of being thoroughly democratized. As shown in Figure 3.1, the proliferation of smartphones with the ability to record and distribute video images has also dramatically increased the odds of the execution or immediate aftermath of a U.S. attack being recorded.

Intensive U.S. engagements in Iraq and Afghanistan largely ended before this trend took hold in those countries, meaning that the United States has not yet had extensive experience with a recorded battlefield.\(^7\) The location of future U.S. engagements is unpredictable, but

---

\(^7\) Prominent episodes where damaging or offensive imagery of U.S. forces in these conflicts did have notable political and strategic effects highlight the potentially greater risks from this trend going forward. For example, see Lene Hansen, “How Images Make World Politics: International Icons and the Case of Abu Ghraib,” *Review of International Studies*, Vol. 41,
the odds are continuously increasing that these engagements will take place among a population with widespread ownership of smartphones.

New technology has also made the distribution of such images much faster, easier, and more pervasive. Dramatic increases in the use of social media networks both by civilians in likely conflict areas and by the U.S. public, as shown in Figure 3.2, allow for the rapid distribution of such imagery, both with and without the assistance of traditional media outlets. Such distribution channels also mean that U.S. government efforts to minimize the impact of such events by framing or restricting domestic media coverage are likely to be less effective.

Figure 3.2
Number of Global Social Network Users


8 Dredge, 2014; Adornato 2016.

9 Baum and Potter, 2008.
The combination of these advances in the ability of individuals to both produce and distribute imagery increases the potential for U.S. attacks to be chronicled in near-real time, and likely not from the perspective of someone interested in giving U.S. motives and actions the benefit of the doubt. Widespread coverage of civilian casualties, particularly if they occur in a context where U.S. forces appear careless or callous, has the potential to undermine domestic political support for military action. Such effects are likely to be most pronounced in conflicts where the United States is perceived as having a clear military advantage or the immediate threat to the U.S. homeland is lower. In a potential interstate conflict against a near-peer competitor with much higher stakes for U.S. security, the political effects of such imagery might be less dramatic.

Other states that conduct military operations are likely to confront similar situations. Key U.S. partners, such as the United Kingdom or Germany, are likely to have similar political concerns as the United States regarding such imagery, and perhaps even greater concerns depending on the perceived centrality of the military mission to their national security. Potential U.S. adversaries, such as Russia or China, meanwhile, are less likely to be affected because of their greater ability to control or censor images to which their publics are exposed.

**Implications for the U.S. Air Force and the Future of Warfare**

This trend has several operational and strategic implications for the USAF and for defense policymakers more broadly. First, recognizing the increased political risks discussed, U.S. commanders increasingly might be deterred from undertaking some strikes in high-population

---


11 These observations reflect interviews with government officials and researchers in London, Brussels, Berlin, and Warsaw in April 2018.
environments, or they could decide to lengthen the review process for those strikes. Adversaries might respond by shifting their tactics as a result and operating to a greater extent within population centers. This would exacerbate existing difficulties for the United States, but also might create new opportunities for intelligence collection.

Second, additional advancements and investments in such capabilities as ISR, in greater stockpiles of PGMs, and in micromunitions are likely to increase in value. More-accurate targeting information and munitions that allow for strikes to have a more limited area of effect would both help to minimize collateral damage and decrease the frequency with which U.S. attacks on individuals or small groups hiding within a civilian population are deterred by concern for such damage.

Third, the potential for U.S. attacks to be documented in real time by civilians in information sources likely monitored by adversaries could increase the risk to U.S. forces undertaking the attacks, particularly ground forces that could be operating in conjunction with attacks from the air, or limit the effectiveness of such attacks. Adversaries could flow to the area of operation more quickly, target the area from a distance unconcerned or less concerned about civilian casualties, which could put U.S. ground forces at greater risk. U.S. air assets could also be at greater risk if operational plans require repeated targeting of the same locations. Attacks beyond an initial strike could also become less effective if adversaries are able to more rapidly evacuate from an area at the first reports of a U.S. operation.

Fourth, particularly given the potential for imagery of U.S. attacks to be distributed by those ill-disposed toward U.S. forces, it might be advantageous for the United States to ensure that it has its own recordings of attacks it undertakes. Having this record would allow the

---

12 Frederick and Johnson, 2015, pp. 92–93.

13 One example of a potentially useful micromunition is the U.S. Navy Spike missile. Ryan Maass, “NAVAIR Completes Spike Missile Test with UAV Target,” UPI, February 2, 2017. There are also other munitions of similar size under development that can be fired from UASs such as the Fury from Textron and the Pyros from Raytheon. See Huw Williams, “Strike Out: Unmanned Systems Set for Wider Attack Role,” Jane’s International Defence Review, 2015, pp. 1–2.
United States to push back against deceptively edited imagery, not to mention outright false accusations, as we will discuss in greater detail. The widespread production and storage of such images by the U.S. military raise a host of security and legal issues that would need to be assessed in detail but might be worth considering.\textsuperscript{14}

CHAPTER FOUR

Trend 3: Increasing Effectiveness of False Accusations

Information operations are a persistent part of warfare.\(^1\) States or groups opposed to U.S. interests use such tactics as false accusations of U.S. military misconduct or atrocities against civilians to damage U.S. standing and limit U.S. operations and engagement. Such accusations, pushed by U.S. adversaries and sometimes even by U.S. partners, likely have contributed to low levels of trust of the U.S. military in certain regions but have not resonated inside the United States and with other key Western allies. If ongoing political and technological trends continue, however, this could change in the future.

**Historical Trend: False Accusations Have Affected International Support for U.S. Operations**

The United States and the U.S. military in particular have been frequent targets of information operations pushing false accusations for some time. Throughout the war in Afghanistan, for example, the Taliban have frequently made false accusations against U.S. and coalition

---

forces of causing civilian casualties.\(^2\) Russia is perhaps the most voluminous producer of false accusations against the United States and its allies in recent years. The Russian model is to produce a high volume of accusations across multiple Kremlin-linked media outlets, with little attempt to establish credibility or plausibility, designed to simply overwhelm recipients and leave them in a state of uncertainty.\(^3\) For example, Russia accused the United Kingdom of being behind the recent Syrian regime use of chemical weapons in Douma, and it accused the Ukrainian military of being responsible for the 2014 shooting down of Malaysian Airlines flight MH17.\(^4\) Russian disinformation often suggests that the United States is an unreliable partner unable or unwilling to defend its allies—or, conversely, that the United States and its overseas military presence is predatory and aggressive.\(^5\)

Although false accusations against the United States and its allies by adversaries are perhaps to be expected, even states that are more closely aligned with the United States have spread disinformation against the U.S. military and government. In 2014, the Karzai government in Afghanistan falsely accused the U.S. military of causing substantial civilian casualties during a military attack, apparently echoing

\(^2\) According to a UN investigation of Taliban accusations in 2017, U.S. and coalition forces did cause civilian casualties on many occasions, but there were roughly 50 instances in which investigations revealed Taliban accusations to be false and roughly 50 other instances in which the accusations could not be confirmed. See United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan, *Afghanistan: Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict: Annual Report 2017*, Kabul, Afghanistan, February 2018, p. 69; and SITE Intelligence Group, “Afghan Taliban Accuses U.S. President Trump of Directing Troops to Kill Civilians,” April 16, 2018.


a Taliban claim. Media outlets linked to the current Egyptian regime have pushed conspiracy theories that the United States has supported such groups as the Muslim Brotherhood in order to destabilize the Middle East.

These accusations often have limited effect on the U.S. domestic public, but the same cannot be said for overseas audiences. For example, after years of conspiracy theories in the Mideast, a 2011 Pew poll found that only roughly one in five Muslim respondents in the Middle East believed that Arabs carried out the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks in the United States, a figure that has declined over time. Middle Eastern publics might be particularly receptive to conspiracy theories because of the region’s history of foreign meddling, active promotion of conspiracy theories by many states, and feelings of exclusion from political power on the part of much of the population.

**Future Projection: U.S. Audiences Could Become More Likely to Believe False Accusations**

Concerns over the effectiveness of such information operations in the United States and other Western countries have spiked since the unearthing of Russian efforts to interfere with the 2016 U.S. presi-

---


8 Pew Global Attitudes Project, “Islamic Extremism,” in *Muslim-Western Tensions Persist*, Washington, D.C.: Pew Research Center, July 21, 2011. Although this decline might be the result of numerous factors, it does follow years of active efforts by Middle Eastern governments to promote it.

Changes in the U.S. domestic media landscape and sharp partisan divisions could enable false accusations of U.S. military misconduct to find more-fertile soil in the United States, even when strenuously denied by the U.S. military. Media in the United States has likely become more susceptible to disinformation because of several trends, such as the increasing role of social media, increasing distribution of opinions over facts in traditional media outlets, declining levels of trust in the government, and the growing influence of explicitly partisan new sources. Increasing partisan divisions, driven by longer-term social and demographic trends and by more ideologically sorted parties, might themselves increase vulnerability to disinformation campaigns because partisans might be more apt to believe foreign disinformation that blames their domestic political opponents.

A recent example is illustrative. As the United States considered a military response to the Syrian regime’s use of chemical weapons in Khan Sheikhhun in April 2017, online outlets linked to the Syrian regime claimed that the attack was a hoax perpetrated precisely to justify such a military response. The claims were then amplified by pro-Kremlin sources, and eventually gained wide distribution within the United States by far-right outlets, such as InfoWars. InfoWars had a limited audience until the 2016 election, when the outlet gained substantial prominence. Although this apparent Syrian effort was unsuc-


cessful in deterring U.S. strikes in response to the chemical attack, similar campaigns in the future could undercut domestic support for military engagements and potentially affect operational decisions.

Some of these trends also could result in greater vulnerability to disinformation among key U.S. allies and to reduced vulnerability in U.S. adversaries. In the United Kingdom, for example, lack of financial disclosure laws might have heightened susceptibility to a Russian influence campaign around the 2016 “Brexit” referendum to leave the European Union. In France and Germany, Russian efforts at election interference do not appear to have been similarly influential, although other disinformation campaigns have had limited effects. Meanwhile, in potential adversaries, such as Russia or China, state control over the media likely limits susceptibility to similar external influence campaigns.

**Implications for the U.S. Air Force and the Future of Warfare**

These trends affect issues that extend well beyond the purview of the USAF or DoD, and raise truly whole-of-government concerns. From a USAF perspective, however, there are several narrower implications worth noting. First, as discussed, these trends suggest an increased

---

Spends ‘Executive Time’ Calling Him,” *Newsweek*, January 24, 2018. The future influence of InfoWars specifically was unclear as of this writing; the organization was recently banned from most major social media outlets. Alex Hern, “Facebook, Apple, YouTube and Spotify Ban Infowars’ Alex Jones,” *The Guardian*, August 6, 2018.


16 A 2016 Russian disinformation campaign to promote false accusations of rape by immigrants in Germany appears to have had some effect in boosting the electoral fortunes of the far-right AfD party, especially among Russian-speaking Germans who consume Russian state media. Maria Snegovaya, “Russian Propaganda in Germany: More Effective Than You Think,” *The American Interest*, October 17, 2017. However, overall Russian influence on the 2017 German elections appears to have been limited, and overt Russian efforts to boost Marion Le Pen in the 2017 French presidential election were ineffective. Max de Haldevang, “Russia’s Meddling in the French Election Has Backfired Spectacularly,” *Quartz*, May 8, 2017.
risk that false accusations of misconduct or atrocities could affect U.S. domestic support for ongoing or future military operations. These risks are likely to be greater for operations that are conducted in higher population areas (where such accusations would be more credible), and for operations that are conducted against relatively weak adversaries—the theory being that more-symmetric conflicts against near-peer adversaries with higher-stakes national security concerns might limit public concerns about such alleged misconduct.

Second, USAF efforts to maintain a reputation for accuracy and transparency are likely to be helpful. To promote such a reputation, the USAF might wish to enhance the number of Public Affairs Officers (PAOs) and the resources available to them. PAOs can help to limit the spread of false accusations in major media sources and to limit the share of the public that is receptive to such accusations. While focusing on the accuracy and transparency of their responses, PAOs will also need to be aware of the efforts of U.S. military psychological operations units and keep their own messaging clearly separate.
Increasingly, domestic trends in civilian casualty aversion, particularly in liberal democracies, could push for increasing restraint in warfare.1 As discussed, the U.S. public appears to have grown increasingly sensitive to both military and civilian casualties in recent decades.2 Some observers have asserted that similar trends might be even stronger among the domestic audiences of U.S. coalition partners, specifically in Europe.3 The strength and durability of these trends going forward remains somewhat uncertain, but as long as they continue, they hold important implications for the employment of restraint—particularly in the application of airpower—in the future of warfare.

---


3 Larson and Savych, 2007, p. xxvii. These observations also stem from interviews with government officials and researchers in London, Brussels, Berlin, and Warsaw in April 2018.
Historical Trend: Public Expectations That Militaries Can Avoid Civilian Casualties Have Increased

Most modern wars cause more civilian deaths than military deaths, often substantially so. In World War I, for instance, an estimated nine soldiers were killed for every one civilian: Today, that ratio is essentially reversed; on average, an estimated ten civilians have died for every one soldier or fighter in modern armed conflicts.

In part, these trends in increased civilian casualties are attributable to 20th-century innovations in air warfare that made it possible to reach beyond the front lines of conventional armies and thus, perhaps paradoxically, increased both the “exceptional dangers to noncombatants” and the “unique opportunities to regulate the violence of warfare.”

Since the end of the Cold War, growing operational reliance on precision strike technologies has raised both public and elite expectations of the promise of “immaculate warfare.” During the 1999 air campaign over Kosovo, for instance, NATO forces sustained zero fatalities, and civilian fatalities on the ground numbered fewer than 500 despite the


6 Watts, 2008, p. 53.

7 Wrage, 2003, pp. 1–3.
“number of strikes flown (14,000) and munitions dropped (28,000).”

During the 1995 and 2011 NATO air campaigns in Bosnia and Libya, the results were even starker: Fewer than 100 civilians were killed in each operation despite an estimated 1,000 and 7,700 PGMs dropped in 2,500 and 9,700 strike sorties, respectively.9 Notably, in Libya, all munitions expended were precision-guided; in Bosnia, approximately 70 percent were PGMs.10 By contrast, levels of civilian casualties sustained during other, more intense post–Cold War USAF and NATO air-strike campaigns in Kuwait, Iraq, and Afghanistan were substantially higher, although they still remained orders of magnitude lower than those inflicted in Vietnam, Korea, and World War II, reinforcing U.S. public expectations of the possibility of immaculate warfare.11


11 In the First Gulf War, an estimated 3,500 civilians were killed between January and February of 1991, primarily as a result of coalition air strikes. Notably, less than 10 percent of munitions dropped during this air campaign were precision-guided. Exact figures are unknown on civilian casualties caused by air strikes during the combat phases of the U.S. invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq in October–December 2001 and March–April 2003, respectively, but most estimates put them in the low thousands. In both of these campaigns, approximately 60–70 percent of munitions dropped were smart bombs. By comparison, only about 0.2 percent of U.S. bombs used during the Vietnam War were precision-guided. Estimates of direct civilian fatalities from U.S. bombings and unexploded ordnance in North and South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia from 1965 to 1972 vary widely, but probably exceeded 100,000 in total; total civilian fatalities from all causes may well have exceeded 1 million. Bob Dreyfuss, Nick Turse, Eric Wuestewald, and Francis Reynolds, “The Deaths of Afghans: Civilian Fatalities in Afghanistan, 2001–2002,” The Nation, interactive database, undated; Human Rights Watch, Needless Deaths in the Gulf War: Civilian Casualties During the Air Campaign and Violations of the Laws of War, New York, 1991; Michael Kelly, “The American Way of War,” The Atlantic, Vol. 289, No. 6, June 2002; William J. Crowe, “Foreword,” in Stephen Wrage, ed., Immaculate Warfare: Participants Reflect on the Air Cam-
Conventional wisdom seemingly agrees that noncombatant fatalities on the order of those inflicted in Vietnam would not be tolerated today absent an existential national security threat, although the empirical evidence to support this claim remains somewhat underdeveloped. RAND Corporation researchers Eric Larson and Bogdan Savych offer a systematic empirical examination of the subject in the early post–Cold War period in their study of media reporting and public opinion reactions before and after high-profile civilian casualty incidents. They find statistically meaningful evidence to support the conclusion that “attention to and concern about civilian casualties both at home and abroad have increased in recent years and could continue to do so, suggesting that they are likely to be a recurring—and perhaps even more salient—concern in the conduct of future military operations.” Relatedly, their analysis finds that news media reporting on incidents of civilian casualties generally increased (both domestically and internationally) between the end of the Cold War and the early phases of


the Iraq War, as did the frequency with which civilian casualties were “mentioned in official briefings, news conferences, and other official U.S. government activities as well as the Congressional Record” and the frequency with which “NGOs have been mentioned in connection with war or military issues” over the same period.\textsuperscript{14}

However, Larson and Savych’s research also finds that the U.S. public generally possesses fairly pragmatic expectations about the limits of collateral damage avoidance and that domestic support for recent U.S. military operations did not decline noticeably after high-profile incidents involving civilian casualties.\textsuperscript{15} Rather, their statistical analysis suggests that public support hinges on the perception that “the United States and its allies are making enough effort to avoid casualties.”\textsuperscript{16} This nuance has important policy implications, emphasizing that both the number of civilian casualties and clear efforts to show restraint and avoid such casualties can have an effect on public support for military operations. Further, how this expectation would apply in the case of a high-intensity conflict with a peer adversary is less clear, but domestic public concerns about foreign civilians would likely be lessened if the domestic public itself were under threat.

Similar empirical research has not been conducted regarding the attitudes of publics in other countries in response to civilian casualties caused by their countries’ militaries. However, given the expressed concerns of governments of key U.S. allies in Western Europe, it seems likely that, at a minimum, the attitudes of their publics parallel those of the United States. In states with closed media environments, such as Russia or China, it is unlikely that there would be substantial coverage of even substantial civilian casualties caused by those states’ armed forces, limiting the salience of this factor for those actors.

\textsuperscript{14} Larson and Savych, 2007, pp. 1–3, 205–207.


Future Projection: Public Aversion to Civilian Casualties Likely to Increase Further

Several factors appear to underlie the apparent growth in civilian casualty aversion, particularly in the United States and Europe, all of which are likely to continue over the next ten to 15 years. First, as discussed, trends in the decentralization of media suggest that Larson and Savych’s key finding—that “the issue of civilian casualties has become increasingly prominent in media reporting, as have humanitarian organizations’ commentary on wars and military operations”\(^\text{17}\) is likely to continue apace, raising the availability of information about these incidents and conflicts, and increasing concerns in at least some circles.

Second, notwithstanding perpetual burden-sharing debates within NATO, it is likely that Washington and the resource-constrained capitals of Europe will increasingly express a preference to fight in coalitions in the near to medium term;\(^\text{18}\) to the extent that partner preferences, civilian casualty tolerances, and domestic political pressures might differ, greater unification of action will likely result in overall increased concern for civilian casualties.

Third, the technological advances in ISR and PGMs that raised public and elite expectations and demands for immaculate warfare (at least in operations seen as less central to national security) are likely to continue in the future. Next-generation technologies likely will further increase precision targeting and intelligence-gathering capabilities, and these tools of war will proliferate to new actors, expanding the ability for states to exercise restraint while achieving operational objectives, in turn affecting public expectations of restraint.

Fourth, however, in a future security environment in which “inter-state strategic competition, not terrorism, is now the primary concern in U.S. national security,” the potential for full warfare with such near-peers

---

\(^{17}\) Larson and Savych, 2007, p. xxii.

as Russia and China could increase, although it would still be unlikely.\textsuperscript{19} Under such scenarios, it should be anticipated that the U.S. public would become less averse to civilian (and military) casualties than it has been in the post-Vietnam era because of the likely stakes involved.

**Implications for the U.S. Air Force and the Future of Warfare**

These trends could have important implications for the future of warfare, particularly regarding how, where, and with whom the USAF operates. First, if coalition partners become increasingly averse to the risk of civilian casualties in the future, their utility to the United States in joint operations could decline, especially if they lack precision strike and sophisticated ISR technologies. Relatedly, the United States and its partners should anticipate that adversaries will seek to exploit any differences in domestic collateral damage tolerances and “drive wedges” in future coalitions and otherwise “affect campaign strategy, targeting, and rules of engagement.”\textsuperscript{20}

Second, an increasing civilian casualty sensitivity within the United States could imply that Washington might be increasingly deterred from undertaking actions in certain contexts and environments. This might be particularly true in cases of limited war, and especially in urban battlefields, though there could be substantial variation across operations regarding mobilization of public opinion.\textsuperscript{21}

Third, lower civilian casualty tolerances suggest that the United States—particularly the USAF—will have incentives to invest more heavily in research and development and procurement of advanced


\textsuperscript{20} Larson and Savych, 2007, p. xx.

\textsuperscript{21} Watts, 2008, pp. 54–55.
ISR, micromunitions, greater stocks of PGMs, and nonlethal weapon systems and platforms in the future of warfare.\textsuperscript{22}

Finally, as the influences of the Internet, social media, and other outlets increasingly permeate the daily lives of domestic and international audiences, the role of sophisticated public affairs operations will grow in importance. The USAF should take preemptive measures to invest in human capital, including PAOs, and information distribution networks capable of quickly, accurately, and widely disclosing incidents of unintended civilian casualties in order to mitigate political blowback.

CHAPTER SIX

Conclusion

Taken together, these trends paint a relatively consistent picture of how the incentives to exercise restraint are likely to evolve in the future, in four main ways. First, incentives for states to exercise greater restraint in interstate conflict or competition are likely to vary along at least two main dimensions: the intensity of the conflict and the domestic institutions of the state. In a potential high-intensity conflict between states, operational imperatives are highly likely to outweigh concerns regarding media coverage or collateral damage. Although states will retain their legal obligations under the LOAC, our view is that additional restraints beyond these obligations are unlikely to substantially affect policymaker decisions regarding how to fight high-intensity conflicts, although operational or strategic concerns (such as a desire to avoid escalation) could still prompt restraint in certain circumstances. In interstate competition short of war, however, the incentives for greater restraint are likely to vary according to the domestic political system of the state in question. In liberal democratic states with open media systems, public opinion is likely to continue to play an important role in decisions that could result in civilian casualties, whereas more-autocratic states that control their domestic media would be able to repress most coverage of such casualties. This difference provides an asymmetric advantage to more-autocratic states in certain gray-zone conflicts, though not necessarily one sufficient to outweigh other advantages that democratic states generally enjoy.¹

Second, regarding conflicts with nonstate groups, states are more likely to be deterred from undertaking military operations because of concerns regarding collateral damage and civilian casualties, particularly in urban areas. Liberal democratic states are most likely to be deterred in this manner; states such as Russia or China might be less affected.

Third, states will have strong incentives to invest in capabilities that can limit the risks to civilians, thereby re-enabling a greater range of attacks that were previously deterred. These capabilities could consist of micromunitions, non-lethal weapons, greater stocks of PGMs, and continued advances in ISR. Again, these investment incentives are likely to be strongest in liberal democracies, although autocratic states might invest in similar technologies for their battlefield utility or, in the case of ISR, their utility for domestic population control.

Fourth, liberal democracies are likely to find increased value in robust, trusted military public affairs capabilities, which would enhance official abilities to provide explanations of rationales behind attacks that caused civilian casualties or to push back against false accusations or narratives whose salience is likely to increase. This could mean greater professionalization and training of public affairs as a career field within Western militaries, and tighter integration of PAOs with military operations from their inception. The precise training that would be of greatest use and the ideal method of integrating PAOs more tightly with operations would be important areas for future study, but the emphasis should be on ensuring transparency, reliability, and accuracy in public engagement regarding operations that put civilians at risk. Autocratic states might find less value in these capabilities because of their existing domestic control of media, particularly in states that have adopted communications strategies that do not prioritize accuracy or consistency.² Table 6.1 summarizes our assessment

² Paul and Matthews, 2016.
Table 6.1
Summary of Findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Who Fights</th>
<th>How the United States Will Fight</th>
<th>Where the United States Will Fight</th>
<th>When the United States Will Fight</th>
<th>Why the United States Will Fight</th>
<th>Other Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The spread of lawfare</td>
<td>Emboldened nonstate groups or autocracies; liberal or democratic states more deterred</td>
<td>Greater importance of PGMs, micromunitions, ISR, public communication</td>
<td>More likely in urban areas, despite U.S. desire to avoid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widespread distribution of imagery of U.S. military operations</td>
<td>Some greater deterrence of liberal or democratic states; others less affected</td>
<td>Greater importance of PGMs, micromunitions, ISR, public communication</td>
<td>More likely in urban areas, despite U.S. desire to avoid</td>
<td>Potentially quicker adversary counterattacks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing effectiveness of false accusations</td>
<td></td>
<td>Transparent, reliable public affairs vital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increased risk of mission failure because of lack of public support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing public concern for civilian casualties</td>
<td>Greater deterrence of liberal or democratic states; others less affected. Potentially lower participation by U.S. partners.</td>
<td>Greater importance of PGMs, micromunitions, ISR, public communication</td>
<td>More likely in urban areas, despite U.S. desire to avoid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the implications from each identified trend across the framework developed in Chapter One.

In addition to these general conclusions—notably, the observation that the United States and states similar to it likely will have continued incentives to improve precision strike capabilities—we have highlighted numerous other implications and recommendations for the U.S. military in general and the USAF in particular, including the following:

- **Plan to deal with proxy forces.** U.S. planning for operations increasingly should incorporate appropriate rules of engagement for encounters with groups that are operating as proxies of adversary states, both to limit the effectiveness of such groups and to limit the escalation risk they might pose.

- **Enhance focus on PAOs.** Public affairs capabilities are likely to become increasingly important to highlight adversary LOAC violations, rebut false accusations against U.S. forces, and maintain both domestic and international support for military operations. Greater professionalization and integration of PAOs with military operations should be explored.

- **Consider video recordings of U.S. operations.** Although this would raise difficult legal, technical, and security concerns, policymakers should consider consistently making video recordings of U.S. operations, and doing so in such a manner that would allow video to be released to the public if deemed necessary to rebut accusations of U.S. misconduct.³

- **Prepare for more-limited utility of coalition partners.** U.S. planning assumptions should incorporate the possibility that growing differences among coalition partners regarding acceptable risks of collateral damage could limit the ability of the United States to rely on partner support for future operations, particularly against nonstate groups and in urban environments.

---
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Military objectives often can be pursued using a number of different approaches: airpower versus ground forces, larger munitions versus smaller ones, more- or less-restrictive rules of engagement. Military effectiveness often favors the immediate application of overwhelming force, but militaries and their civilian overseers often opt for more-restrained approaches. Understanding how and why policymakers have chosen to impose these restraints in the past and how and why they are likely to do so in the future is critical to understanding how states will conduct future wars. This report identifies four key trends likely to shape the future exercise of restraint in warfare: the spread of lawfare (or use of law as a weapon of war), the widespread distribution of imagery of U.S. military operations, the increasing effectiveness of false accusations, and the increasing public concern for civilian casualties. These trends are assessed for how likely they are to affect both conflict between states and between states and nonstate actors, in addition to how the effects of these trends might differ for different types of states. Overall, these trends appear likely to further increase the incentives of decisionmakers in liberal democratic states to avoid civilian casualties in conflicts against weaker adversaries and to support investments in capabilities to make this possible. Other states that are more autocratic are not likely to be similarly constrained, and policymakers in democratic states will need to adapt to this asymmetry. Between highly capable state actors, conflict is less likely to occur but could involve very different incentives if operational considerations prompt a sharp reduction in the degree of restraint exercised beyond each state’s legal obligations and the public shows a greater tolerance of heightened levels of military casualties and collateral damage to civilians. This report also provides specific recommendations for U.S. policymakers to begin to adapt to these anticipated trends.